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ABSTRACT

Personal, inexpensive, easy-to-use, teleoperated,
autonomous, mobile robots are starting to be a real-
ity and are expected to be widespread within some
few years. We present a proper methodology to
control the robot over a network and make it return
to its initial position. In this thesis we detail the base
components forming the robot in terms of hardware
and software, show navigation experiments based in
Monocular SLAM, and propose a methodology to
regulate the accumulated odometry error associated
with map-less Monocular SLAM. We also present
strategies for homing a robot to the point from
where it started being teleoperated.

Keywords: Teleoperation, MonoSLAM, Homing,
Wireless IP Camera, Arduino, Car-like Robot.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Current personal robots are starting to have af-
fordable prices. Those robots can be vacuum clean-
ers such as the iRobot Roomba, can be telepresence
robots, as the Anybots’ QA, or can be simply
Mobile Webcams, such as the WowWee’s Rovio.
Most of these robots have in common the combina-
tion of mobile robotics, video cameras and wireless
communications. In this work we propose using the
wireless network of surveillance cameras as a basis
to build networked mobile robots. We explore the
possibility of having a teleoperated robot working
indoors, allowing the user to check up its home even
if he is far away.

A. Related Work

We calibrated our camera using Bouguet’s tool-
box [1], in order to extract its intrinsic parameters,

which are essential to determine 3D points projec-
tion into the 2D image plane. To understand the
kinematics involving our robot we resorted “Car
Automatic Parking” [4], which presents the Kine-
matic model for a car-like robot. From “Calibrating
a Network of Cameras based on Visual Odometry”
[7] we extracted information about decomposing
a non-singular matrix using Gram-Schmidt, since
we required a strategy to decompose a projection
matrix in order to determine the camera localization.
“Control an RC car from a computer over a wireless
network” [3] presents software and documentation
for teleoperation, and suggests homing as an im-
portant topic for future work, without developing
it on their project. We took advantage of some
of their software, more precisely, the communica-
tions software used to require a video feed from
the camera and to send instructions that can be
interpreted inside the camera. The article “1-Point
RANSAC for EKF Filtering. Application to Real-
Time Structure from Motion and Visual Odometry”
[2] shows, conceptually, that is possible to have
monocular vision, in our robot, in order to do visual
odometry. The proposed algorithm also allows self-
localization and robust mapping.

B. Problem Formulation

In this work we propose assembling a car-like
robot using a IP wireless camera and onboard
processing in order to have a setup, capable of
being controlled over a network which can local-
ize itself without any previous knowledge of the
environment. This robot must be able to return to
its initial position autonomously. The objectives of
this work are threefold: (i) assemble one wireless
camera and one microcontroller on a car; (ii) de-
velop the required communication software between
the different processing modules (PC, IP wireless



camera, onboard microcontroller); (iii) design a
homing strategy which enables the robot to return
autonomously to its initial position, using a Monoc-
ular SLAM solution.

C. Thesis Structure

Section 1 introduces the objectives of this work,
in particular, presents a short discussion on the state
of the art and our expectations with the project at
hand. In Section 2, we present our setup for ex-
periments and describe the Hardware and Software
components involved. Section 3 presents the theory
behind our camera and the Kinematic model of the
vehicle. Section 4 describes the possible strategies
for homing and self-localization localization. Exper-
imental results are shown and explained in Section
5. Section 6 summarizes the work done and high-
lights the main achievements and what we learned
with this work. Moreover, this section proposes
further work to extend and improve the strategies
and experiments described in this document.

II. H ARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SETUP

The first step of our work consists of creating a
reliable setup. The conceptual design of our system
is shown in fig.1.

Fig. 1. Conceptual design of our system.

A. Hardware components

To build the proposed setup, hardware was se-
lected as much as possible of-the-shelf. All of these
components have strict specifications which are
described in the design subsection. Every element
is important for the right behavior of the complete
system. The body and DC motors of the car are

from a commercial R/C car. The wireless IP camera
used is an Axis 207w, which is a camera built for
the surveillance market. The microcontroller is an
Arduino Uno. However, the Arduino can not output
sufficient current to power up the motors. One has
to use the Arduino Motor Shield mounted in the
Arduino Uno. The used hardware components are
shown in fig.2.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 2. (a) Axis 207w camera. (b) 8× 1.2V AA battety pack.
(c) Lithium batteries and USB box. (d) Arduino microcontroller. (e)
Arduino Motor Shield. (f) Arduino and Motor Shield assembled

B. Design

One operational step consists in establishing the
connection between the camera mounted in the RC
car and the user’s computer and creating a way
to send commands from the client’s computer to
the car. We need a way to send commands from
the camera to the microcontroller and a way to
send commands from the microcontroller to the car
motors. No less important, is getting a real time
video feed from the camera to the user’s computer
(to allow real time driving) and creating a friendly
graphical user interface for teleoperation. A more
specific design of our project at this stage is shown
in fig.3.

1) Hardware: The hardware functionality is a
key aspect of this project. The design of it is divided
by the following elements.

a) Wireless IP camera:The camera used in
this project is an Axis 207w. The processor within
the camera allows executing a Linux Operating
System. The I/O terminal connector composes four
pins. Two pins are for power sourcing and the others
two are a digital input and a digital output. The
digital output has a minimum output interval of 10
ms. The camera has two main functions. The first



Fig. 3. Design of project at teleoperation stage.

is making available a video feed that can be sent to
a user computer via wireless. Then, it is possible to
open and process each frame in the user’s computer.
The second main function is to run a TCP/IP server,
so a user can get connected and send commands to
control the car. This is possible, since the camera
runs a Linux OS, which allows us running a TCP
server and activating/deactivating the digital output
of the camera and that is the door from where we
can send signals to the microcontroler, for speed and
steering controls. The camera requires a constant
voltage within the range of 4.9V to 5.1V.

b) Arduino Microcontroller: In order to con-
trol the motors, we need a programmable micro-
controler, which controls the speed and direction of
rotation of each motor. We can control the speed
of rotation with a Pulse Width Modulated (PWM)
signal, supplied by the microcontroller. Besides, the
camera has a minimum output period of 10 ms,
which is not adequate for supplying a PWM signal.
Instead, the Arduino receives a message from the IP
Camera and translates it into the appropriate signals
for the steering and speed control. The frequency
of the used PWM signal is 32KHz. The PWM
configuration also allows changing the signal duty
cycle, which translates in middle voltage reference
values for the motors. This way, one can speed up
or turn the robot to levels between its maximum and
minimum.

c) Arduino Motor Shield: Motor Shield lets
us drive two DC motors with the Arduino board,
controlling the speed and direction of each one
independently. This shield has two separate channels
and each one uses 4 of the Arduino pins to drive or

sense the motor. Each channel supplies a maximum
current of 2A. In this way, we can control the
direction of each motor by setting HIGH or LOW
the direction pins. We can control the speed by
varying the PWM duty cycle values.

d) DC motors: The DC motors are controlled
by the Arduino (microcontroller) plus Motor Shield.
The current sent to the motors is a high frequency
PWM signal. In that way, we avoid forcing the
motors to their maximum, which is extremely rel-
evant when talking about the front (directional)
motor, because this one should not saturate in the
maximum turn angle. If that happens, i.e. the motor
constantly forcing the directional end of course,
the car will not turn more and the motor can be
damaged.

e) Battery: The car can work, for some time,
with a pack of 8× 1.2V (9.6V) AA batteries at
1000mAh. With this power source, the camera is
powered up by the Arduino, which means that all
power required to feed the robot passes through
Arduino. This leads to substantial heating of some
sections of the Arduino board.

To improve reliability and time of operation of
our robot, we decided to use another power source.
Using a box with 2 USB output ports, with four
Panasonic NCR18650B lithium-ion batteries inside
(each one deploys a current of 2.5 A and has a
capacity of 3400 mAh), it was possible to split the
Arduino, Motor Shield and motors power source
from the camera power source. This way, the cam-
era is no longer powered by the electric system
in Arduino, meaning the noise introduced by the
Arduino Motor Shield and motors no longer reaches
the camera. With this strategy, we can use our robot
for a number of hours without having to recharge.
This strategy is shown in fig.4. A picture of our
robot is in fig.5.

2) Comunications and Software:The hardware
set is the foundation of our work. Software is
required to make more elaborated integration tasks.
These involve data processing and communications
protocols, which will be explained in the next sec-
tions. The architecture is centered on a server on the
camera which receives digital commands from the
user’s PC program and translate them into a signal,
which is interpreted by the Arduino program. The
user also requests a video feed for image processing,



Fig. 4. Electric scheme of robot using lithium batteries.

Fig. 5. Robot setup - final version after assembling all hardware
components.

which is sent by the camera.
a) User PC: To fulfill the need for a user

program that allows us to communicate to the server
and get the video feed from the camera, we decided
to use a Java program made by [3], adapted to our
hardware and protocols. Once started, this program
opens a GUI window, where we can see the camera
image feed, retrieved with HTTP requests, and
control the car.

To adapt the program to our needs, we made some
improvements and created new methods. In order
to prevent the case where the user is controlling
the car and decides to close the application without
stopping the car, we make him stop when the
red cross button is pressed, by sending the correct

commands to the robot, before the application gets
closed. We created a method to allow a request of
the current frame from an outside program (which
is useful from the point we start to use MATLAB
for real-time experiments). Also, a method to be
called when we want to send commands to the
robot from MATLAB, instead from keyboard and
a method to save the video feed into the hard disk,
in order to create datasets which can be processed
in MATLAB, without the real-time constraints. For
efficiency reasons, this last method is never executed
in real-time experiments.

b) Connection between user’s PC and camera
(video feed): If the request for a MJPEG video
within the Java program was successful, the server
in the camera returns a continuous flow of JPEG
files. Note that one can see the video feed of the
camera at any time by introducing the ip adress
associated with the camera in an internet browser.

c) Connection between user’s PC and camera
(commands):To send commands to the camera, in
order to control the car, we applied a Client/Server
architecture using a connection between TCP/IP
sockets. In the Java program running in the user’s
PC, when the connect button is pressed, a request to
start a TCP connection is made to the server running
in the camera. After the camera accepts this connec-
tion, the user is able to start sending commands. A
key listener interface is listening the keyboard. Once
a key is pressed, an event is triggered and an integer,
corresponding to the command required is sent to
the camera server by TCP/IP connection. Basically,
the server program functionality boils down to open
a socket, listening to it, accepting a client who
is trying to establish connection and interpret the
received commands.

d) Connection between camera and microcon-
troller: When a connection with a user is accepted,
the server in the camera receives message com-
mands, from which it produces signals to send
to the microcontroller, corresponding to the right
instruction accordingly to the Arduino protocol im-
plemented by us. The signal comes out of the digital
output in the camera and is received in the Arduino
by one of the digital I/O ports. Arduino detects the
right control command to apply to the motors by
counting the number of transitions from LOW to
HIGH sent by the camera output. After an end of
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Fig. 6. Arduino program to receive one command, where x represents
the digital input value received from the camera. State 1 corresponds
to wait-for-transition from HIGH to LOW. State 2 corresponds to
wait-for-transition from LOW to HIGH. State 3 occurs when a
completed command was received. State 4 is reached when a crash
was detected due to non-detected transition from HIGH to LOW,
within a predefined period of time.

message timeout is achieved, the program prepares
itself to receive a new instruction. If the camera
crashes and the digital output is HIGH, the Arduino
program will recognize the crash and will return to
the initial state. After Arduino receives a complete
instruction, it will update the signals which are con-
stantly controlling the motors. The Arduino protocol
established in its program is shown in fig.6.

III. C AMERA AND CAR MODELING

In this section we detail how 3D points in a
generic reference frame translate into 2D points in
an image plane and how the camera parameters
can be estimated. We also describe the continuous
kinematic model of the car and its discrete version,
necessary to be processed in a computer.

A. Camera Calibration

In order to determine the pixel corresponding to
a 3D point, one needs to determine the extrinsic
and intrinsic parameters of the camera. The extrinsic

parameters are composed by a rotation matrix and
a translation vector, which allow changing from
the object reference frame to the camera reference
frame. In the case of non-varying optics, the intrin-
sic parameters are fixed, and to determine them one
can use Bouguet’s calibration toolbox [1].

In our case we want to determine both the intrin-
sic and extrinsic parameters. In other words we want
to estimate the camera projection matrix P. In order
to do that, we need to know the 2D coordinates
(m) of feature points and their corresponding 3D
coordinates (M). From [6], we can write

λm = PM (1)

where

M =
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andλ is a scale factor that equals depth in 3D(λ =
Z). So, from eq.1 we have
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From here we can observeλ = P3:M . Knowing
this, we can easily write
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and for N points:
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Fig. 7. Parameters to describe the car’s model and motion.

We call the first matrixA and the second one
π. We want minimize the norm of the residual
r = Mπ. To solve this,π must be the normalized
eigenvector associated to the smallest eigenvalue of
ATA. To compute the required eignvalue, one can
use SVD decomposition[U, S, V ] = svd(A) where
S is a diagonal matrix of the same dimension asA,
with non-negative diagonal elements,U andV are
unitary matrices, so thatA = U ∗S ∗V T . In fact, V
contains the ordered eigenvectors corresponding to
the ordered eigenvalues in S. The projection matrix
elements we are looking for are in the eigenvector
corresponding to the lowest eigenvalue. Then we
must order them as a matrix3× 4.

B. Kinematic model

The vehicle we use in this project has rear wheel
drive and is able to change direction by turning
its front wheels. The points that can be reached
by the vehicle are path dependent. One needs for
a nonholonomic kinematic model to describe the
system and predict motion.

C. Continuous model

Using the kinematic model presented at [4], we
can write the kinematic equations related to the
central point of the front axis as:







ẋf = v cos(θ + φ)
ẏf = v sin(θ + φ)

θ̇ = v
sin(φ)

L

. (7)

wherev is the linear velocity inputted to the car.

D. Discrete model

In order to simulate the kinematic model on
a computer, we have to translate its equations to
discrete time. To achieve that, we make first order
derivative using Leapfrog integration [10], which
gives us a good approximation.
Considering N to be the timestep and n to be the
actual discrete time instant, for the velocities, we
get:














θ̇ [n] = v[n] sin(φ[n])
L

ẋf [n] = v [n] cos
(

θ [n] + φ [n] + N
2
θ̇ [n]

)

ẏf [n] = v [n] sin
(

θ [n] + φ [n] + N
2
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)

(8)

for the positions, we get






θ[n] = θ[n− 1] +Nθ̇[n]
xf [n] = xf [n− 1] +Nẋf [n]
yf [n] = yf [n− 1] +Nẏf [n]

(9)

IV. NAVIGATION AND CONTROL

We present in this section some strategies in order
to execute the homing procedure.

A. MonoSLAM

In order to use the camera as a sensor from
where we can extrapolate data to compute the pose
of the vehicle, we decided to use the MonoSLAM
[2]. By using MonoSLAM we obtain the vehicle
position and orientation in a 3D general frame and
the location of important features from where the
robot knows where it is located. The MonoSLAM
explained in [2] is an algorithm, which consists in
an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) with a special
Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) embedded.
Initially, the algorithm assumes that an a priori
probability distribution over the model parameters
is known which allows reducing the computational
cost in calculating the model. The EKF makes a
pose prediction of the vehicle. The update step
is made by using the most voted hypothesis in
RANSAC which generates hypothesis from candi-
date features matches. To detect local features in the
images a corner extraction procedure is used.

The state vectorW x̂k is composed by a set of
camera parametersW x̂Ck

and map parametersW ŷCk
.

All these parameters are referred to a static frame

W ∧
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The estimated mapWy is composed ofn point
featuresWyi andWy =

(

yWT
1 ... yWT

n

)T
. In

our case, we use MonoSLAM as a visual odometer
and we are interested in getting the localization of
the camera and the 3D features information. We get
this by accessing the Extended Kalman Filter state
vectorW

∧

x k.

B. Autonomous Homing

In this section, we describe the homing strategies
and discuss the advantages and drawbacks of each
one. The complete project design is shown in fig.8.

Fig. 8. Design of project at Homing stage.

1) Open Loop Homing:Following the objectives
for this master’s thesis, we want to teleoperate
the vehicle for some time, then give the order to
initiate the homing routine, which leads the vehicle
to reverse and come back by a similar way it came
in. The path is stored by stacking the robot position
in every iteration. This is possible, since we can
access the state vector from the EKF embedded in
MonoSLAM, from which we determine the trans-
lation and rotation from camera to world reference
frame.

One extracts from the vectorstatethe position of
the car

W tC = state(1 : 3) = [x y z]T (11)

and compute its rotation matrix in the world frame

WRC= q2r(state(4 : 7)) (12)

whereq2r denotes the conversion for a quaternion
to a rotation matrix. As described in [9], one can
computec2 by:
c2 =

√

WRC(1, 1)2 + WRC(1, 2)2, and determine
θ2, the rotation angle about the z-axis, with:

θ2= atan2(−WRC(1, 3), c2). (13)

Notice that we are using 3D rotations when we
have a 2D problem. The reason behind this, is that
the used MonoSLAM program was made for 3D
context and we tried to use as much as possible
what was already developed. After the user activates
the homing procedure, the car reverses and the con-
troller actions take place. Its reference orientation is
calculated as

θref = a tan 2

(

yref − yactual

xref − xactual

)

. (14)

To calculate the vehicle’s pose in each iteration
of homing in order to choose the right command to
send to the car, a routine using the kinematic of the
vehicle presented in subsection III-B is used.

This strategy is used in real-time experiments,
since the features matching in MonoSLAM running
in MATLAB fail after abrupt movements.

2) Visual Odometry Based Homing:Like before,
in a first stage, we have MonoSLAM running,
stacking the camera’s localization at every iteration.
When homing is activated, the vehicle reverses and,
using the controller, it follows the stored path. Its
pose is retrieved from MonoSLAM at every itera-
tion. This strategy is theoretically better than using
the first one, since it uses a sensor at every stage of
homing, despite the consecutive error accumulation
caused by visual odometry.



3) Map Based Homing:With this strategy, we
also store the 3D features coordinates when the
vehicle is being teleoperated, building that way a
map. In the homing procedure, we compute the
actual vehicle’s pose, by finding the camera matrix
P and decompose it to the formK[CRW |CtW ].
We can computeP becausem = PM , where
M are the features 3D points stored before and
m are the 2D projection points from the camera
image, corresponding to the 3D features. In order
to determine the vehicle’s pose fromP , we start by
applying QR factorization to P, than transform from
the QR to the RQ factorization and then, correct
the sign of K. From this we obtain the matricesK,
CRW andCtW . Knowing that

WRC = CRT
W (15)

and
W tC = −WRC .

CtW (16)

We extract the position fromW tC and the orientation
angle fromWRC .
To use this strategy, at least six features have to
be detected in each iteration (see eq.6), since we
have six unknown parameters. The great advantage
in using this strategy, compared to the ones above,
is that it allows resetting the visual odometry error,
during the homing procedure. Since MonoSLAM
uses EKF, exists always a probability of the filter
looses its consistency, specially with abrupt rota-
tions, meaning that estimated state and its predicted
margin of error diverges from measurements. Find-
ing known locations due to our feature map opens
the possibility to reset the error in EKF prediction.
A simulation using this strategy is shown in fig.14.

V. EXPERIMENTS

This section describes the experiments performed
to validate the methodologies introduced in previous
sections.

A. MonoSLAM, self-localization error in a straight
line path

After being able to run the MonoSLAM in real
time, we wanted to have an idea of the pose er-
rors. Since the MonoSLAM is very sensitive to the
changes in direction, we tested it while the car was
moving along a straight line.

Fig. 9. Straight line experiment.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 10. (a) First image of MonoSLAM running in the straight line
experiment. (b) MonoSLAM catching a feature on the white pen. (c)
Feature on white pen getting closer as the camera moves on. (d) Last
image of MonoSLAM running in the straight line experiment.

MonoSLAM shows that the car is moving straight
(fig.10(d)).The final orientation is similar to the real
one. When a considerable number of features moves
its position on the image plane from one frame to
the next, the algorithm understands the movement
and realizes if the camera is sliding right, left,
up, down, or if it is actually moving forward or
backward. After measuring the car position every
50 cm with a ruler and comparing to the position
given by the MonoSLAM, we plotted the results
(fig.11) to have an idea of the scale factor between
the MonoSLAM direct measurements and the ruler.
After computing a linear regression of used data

points, we got the line slope. By dividing the
MonoSLAM measurements with the slope value, we
got the measurements in the same metric scale as
the ruler measurements. After plotting the scaled
MonoSLAM measurements versus ruler measure-
ments and drawing a line corresponding to the ideal
case, we found how close are the MonoSLAM



Fig. 11. Ruler vs MonoSLAM measurement to get scale factor.

Fig. 12. Ruler vs MonoSLAM measurement in same metric scale.

measurements to the ideal case (fig.12).

B. Open Loop Homing experiment

In this experiment, we moved the robot for some
time along a straight line (worst case scenario), then
the homing procedure was triggered (fig.13(b)) and
the robot returned to its initial position (fig.13(c)
and (d)).

The difference between the MonoSLAM
estimated positions and the real ones is shown in
table I. The results are considerably different. The
final vehicle’s pose is shown in fig.13(d). From the
experiments made, we conclude that MonoSLAM

real estimated
X (cm) 22 5
Y (cm) -16 -8
θ (o) -55 -41

TABLE I
REAL AND MONOSLAM MEASUREMENTS COMPARISON.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 13. (a) Start of experiment. (b) Start of homing procedure. (c)
After reversing, the car goes to its initial position. (d) End position
and orientation measurement.

easily detects changes in direction of motion, but
its not very accurate at determining the magnitude
of the forward motion of the camera, especially if
there is no significant movement in more directions.
The high computational cost of running
MonoSLAM in MATLAB makes the job at
hand difficult. No abrupt movements can be done
or otherwise the difference between two consecutive
images will lead to no features matches.

Using the kinematic model as the only prediction
of pose while homing is possible, but leads also to
a rapid increase of the pose prediction errors.

C. Map Based Homing simulation

This experiment was made to test the Map Based
Homing strategy in simulation. A wide number
of 3D features were spread according to normal
distribution with 0 mean and unitary variance. A set
of commands was sent to the simulated robot which
ended up by doing a trajectory. In the meantime, the
car was saving its consecutive positions in order to
store a path, and a map of 3D features was being
build by storing the 3D features that were in the field
of view of the camera (red points in fig.14). When
the robot stops receiving commands, the homing
procedure is triggered and the controller takes the
car back trough the inverted stored path (fig.14(b)
and (c)). When the robot gets close enough to a
checkpoint of the path, the reference destination



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 14. (a) Beginning of Map Based Homing simulation. (b)
Beginning of homing procedure. (c) Homing procedure at middle.
(d) Final car pose.

becomes the next checkpoint, until the car reaches
its destination. If the car can not reach a point
due to restrictions in the degrees of freedom, it
makes a reverse maneuver in order to get closer
to the desired checkpoint. The position of the robot
during this procedure is computed by decomposing
the camera matrix in translation and rotation. This
camera matrix is computed at every iteration using
eq.6, where the 2D points(u, v) correspond to the
2D coordinates of the 3D features in the image
plane, captured by the field of view of the camera.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This work started with the integration of the vari-
ous hardware components into a mobile robot. Var-
ious positive conclusions can be extracted. The first
conclusion is that wireless IP cameras are practical
and functional tools to help building teleoperated
robots. Also, we can say that is already possible to
build a teleoperated vehicle with autonomous fea-
tures at a reasonable cost. MonoSLAM was tested in
a variety of experiments and, we conclude that it is
possible and plausible to acquire odometry measure-
ments using MonoSLAM but, as expected, we have
considerable error accumulation. One possible way
that is being considered to future use, is to decrease
this error accumulation by resetting it, by comparing
the actual image with the ones stored in an images
map, as was proposed in Vision Based-navigation

and Environmental Representations with an Omni-
directional Camera [5]. An alternative way is mod-
ifying the scenario either by adding landmarks or
fixed cameras informing the car location.

Changing the features detector mechanism of
MonoSLAM from corner extraction to a better one,
like SIFT would improve the quality of detected
features and make localization more reliable. This
is an important step in order to make a Map Based
Homing experiment with our setup, since this allows
having more and better features. The Map Based
Homing strategy is also important to reset the error
associated with our EKF prediction, in case it lost
its convergence.
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